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PROLOGUE
(Translated from The History of the Jews of

Czernowitz, Olamenu, Tel Aviv, 1962. )

"Q.NCE upon a time, long before the
[Hitler era, yet still within our lifetime,
the Jews of Czernowitz firmly believed

that this town, which they loved, was their
home. Even the treacherous behaviour of the
then-Romanian Government could not mar the
deeply-rooted attachment they felt for the town.
It was not until the outbreak of the Second
World War that disillusionment ultimately
came.

"While so-called Christian friends came to
visit the ghetto in order to trade money and
valuables with feigned sympathy and empty
promises, while the expulsion of the Jews was
celebrated with a bunting display on the town
hall, while the mob robbed and sneered and the
authorities declared open season for Jews, while
Romanian police sold them openly to the
peasants, free to murder and rob the corpses,
and while in the death marches and in the death
campsof Transnistria men, women and children
died agonisingly of hunger, frost and torture,
with the burning of the Temple and the sight of
Jews being killed with such fervour, it was
then that their last illusions were finally
shattered; the Jews here had no home.

"The few who escaped this hell and those
who had left the town before this catastrophe
were real human beings, deeply attached to the
loving memories of their own youth. All men
hold dear the town where they uttered their first
words and took their first steps, where they
first attended school and where, under the
loving care of devoted parents, they ultimately
matured. These attachments have been severed
forever and only profound grief now remains.
This book is dedicated to the Jews of
Czernowit/. scattered all over the world, who
cannot forget their town."

THE JOURNEY
In June 1987, accompanied by my son, I visited the

family graves in Bucharest and thereafter the town of
Czemowitz, now called Chernovtsy, which I had left ;is a
boy in 1938. Flying in a rather ancient Ilyushin, we arrived
ultimately at the new luxurious Hotel Bucuresti where
Premier Gorbachov was expected to stay the following day
on a state visit. Whether one exchanged money at the
official rate of 16 lei, or accepted the templing 60 lei to the
pound freely available everywhere, depended on how
adventurous one dared to be. The official rate with its
severely depressed purchasing power did not appear
designed to encourage tourism, to say the least. A well-
stocked, duty-free, hard currency shop in the hotel seemed
open to the elegantly dressed Romanian sneaking elite,
who were observed to carry away some 40 pounds of
imported coffee and a couple of thousand foreign cigarettes
in one trip; articles not available to the man in the street.

The guide from the official stale tourist office took us on
a city tour pointing out, with pride, monuments erected to
the "honour of the victories of the glorious Romanian army
over Nazi fascists, in the Second World War." From the
main railway station in the capital, where a comparison of
the state of the restaurant and toilets to the slums of the
remotest Orient would be considered invidious, we boarded
the Varna-Bucharest-Kiev Express which makes a scheduled
stop at Chernovtsy.

The many thousands of pounds spent on gaily decorating
the route for the Gorbachov state visit with flowers, flags,
photos and patriotic slogans of undying friendship could
have been better spent on upgrading this pestilential, vile-
smelling utility. On the impressively long (20 coaches)
train. First Class means buying the other two Rexine
covered bunks in order to avoid the prevalent malodorous
feet and armpits of fellow travellers, especially as
compartment windows are boiled and one is firmly
discouraged by the attendant from opening the window
opposite in the corridor. Passports were examined twice,
and as no restaurant car was available we were given
glasses of hot Russian tea (from China) and retired lo our
bunks for a few hours sleep until we were awakened by a
hammering on the door and shouts of "Granitsa, Granitsa".

We had arrived at the Romanian frontier town of Vadul
Siret where we were subjected to a fairly thorough
examination of documents and belongings by the police,
with special emphasis on gold, currency and firearms.
Forms for completion for the next stop, Porubnoe Halt, the
Russian check point a mile further on, were handed out.
Here the train stopped, enveloped on both sides by the
glaring floodlights and there were yet more knocks on (he
compartment 'door. An officer and two soldiers stood
outside and we were invited to slcp into the corridor where
our passports and visas were checked and taken away.

The two soldiers, equipped with torches and screwdrivers,
entered the compartment and commenced a prolonged and
detailed search during which they dismantled the ceiling
panels with their fluorescent l ighls , opened floor
compartments under the carpets, searched behind pelmets
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and luggage racks, inspected the bedding in detail andfinally
withdrew without uttering a word. Another officer and a
woman of some 45 years of age then appeared and, with an
over-friendly grin, she introduced herself: "I am from the
Intourist office here to help you. Please icll me why you
wan! to go to Chernovtsy?" I explained that I wished to
show my son, born in England, the town and villages where
his grandparents and mine had lived and where I attended
school during my early years. "But why you slay only one
night. Please explain me?" she queried. I said that we had
important engagements back home that week and could not
spare any more time.

"You have, maybe friends in Chernovtsy?" she asked.
"You know, may be, somebody there?" "No," I said. "Excuse
me please, my English is not very good, you explain me
again why you want to go to Chernovtsy?" It now became
evident that we were being grilled by the KGB and not
helped by Intourist. "What is your work in England?" she
wanted to know. I pointed out that my profession, doctor,
was on the passport. "What kind doctor?'" she insisted. "For
anaesthesia," was my reply. "You have only one son?" "No,
1 have a married daughter." "Why is your wife not travelling
with you?" "Because she is not well enough." "Have you
been to Russia before?" "Yes, to Leningrad and Moscow,
a few years ago."

All this information I had already given, of course, in my
visa application form and it was undoubtedly stored in the
embassy computer here. My son was also subjected to a
lengthy interview with such banal questions as, "What is
your profession?" and "Why are you nol married?" "1 am
interested, you know. Please explain me. In England people
don't ask questions?"

I could contain my patience no longer and interjected
with, "No. In England we respect oilier people's privacy."
This was hardly a helpful remark and it only hardened her
hitherto mellifluous kind of questioning. The officer, her
companion who no doubt was also an English-speaking
KGB agent, began to search our belongings with an almost
maniacal thoroughness, palpating the seams at the bottom
of the trousers inch by inch; the contents of all the packed
garments were turned out, together with all documents,
papers, letters, books, journals, visiting and credit cards,
and stacked in one pile and taken off the train.

Yet another officer, of extreme youth, arrived with our
passports in his hand, asked us both to "Please stand",
scrutinised us for a couple of minutes and then invited us to
give our dates of birth.

The Intourist lady now returned with all the papers and
showed particular interesi in a Masonic ritual book and
some typewritten notes on the same subject which we had
on us. "Beeblc," she asked, "like Mormons, maybe?" "No,
not exactly", I said. "My English is nol very good. You
explain me," "It is a ritual." "What kind ritual?" "A ritual
of a brotherhood." "What kind brotherhood? Please tell
me?" "It lias many member*, in die British Commonwealth."
I answered evasively. "Whai is the purpose of this
brotherhood?" "Well, er — it's a sort of philosophical
society," 1 waffled on. "Tell me, please, where you meet for

this?" "In Great Queen Street," I mumbled. We were
obviously getting nowhere and she gave up this subject.
"Who is Mr. Trueman?" she enquired. In the middle of the
night, 300 km from Chernobyl. At first I had no idea who
this man was. I then recalled thai the visiting card they had
found in my jacket pocket had been given to me weeks
earlier at a dinner party in London,

Another card found on me prompted the next
penetratingly searching question, "What is Watford Taxis?"!
mention the interrogation in detail as it highlights the
irrilatingly counter-productive bureaucratic waste of
manpower, where eight individuals were required to admit,
over a period of two hours, two foreign tourists. The train
remained at die frontier for six hours for the examination of
travellers and a change from narrow to wide gauge track:
die time allowed officially is two hours.

As dawn was breaking we arrived at the main railway
station at Chernovtsy, Because of the inordinate length of
the train, only eight coaches were opposite a platform, and
passengers hafl to jump with their luggage some three feet
on to the track thick with diesc! oil. The beautiful, Austrian-
built railway station had been completely "Russianised"
and was packed to capacity.

A driver had been sent for us and we were taken to the
outskirts of the town, to a huge housing development
known as New Chernovtsy, where the imposing, four-
month-old Hotel Czeremosh was situated. It took three
clerks in turn, over a period of 24 hours, to upgrade our
second class sleeper, by telex to Kiev, allegedly because of
the heavy volume of traffic. We found out later that the
entire sleeping car was virtually unoccupied. We were
overcharged £15 for this dubious privilege.

The restaurant at the Hotel Czeremosh, which has a
seating capacity for 600 people, was almost deserted at
lunchtime. My attempts to converse in French, German,
English or Italian drew a blank. The waitress intimated she
could, besides Russian, also speak "Ukrainsky".
Few of the dishes on the large menu shown to us were
available. No prices were given, only the quantity in
grammes; payment was strictly in roubles only; no credit
cards were acfcepted; and tips were strictly refused.

After lunch, our guide Natasha Masly, to whom we were
allocated, took me to the Directorof Tourism to whom I had
to give a very detailed explanation of the reasons for
wanting to visil the neighbouring villages. Permission
granted, we paid £48 for the guide and taxi for two hours
and set off first to visit my birthplace, the village of Velki
Cuciuriv. After an absence of 50 years I had little difficulty
in guiding the driver to the chalet bungalow owned by my
parents and from where my late father practised as
community physician.

The once elegant building was now painted dark brown,
the balcony had rotted away, as well as the verandah, there
were no fences or gates, no bam, no garage, no summer
kitchen, no rose or fruil gardens, and the upper floor
windows were broken. A few stray chickens and some
women in white overalls and caps roamed about the yard.
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The building, I was told, was now a maternity home. The
little steibel or prayer house across the road has disappeared
and the ground left fallow. A neighbour, a friendly retired
Ukrainian army officer in uniform, remembered my father,
Dr. Jaslowitz, and yet another old lady in a house nearby
began to weep when I told her I was the child she once knew
as Malenki Horsticu. I was invited to visit our house. The
once elegant staircase was painted canary yellow,
embellished with green and
brown dots; the waiting room
was a store for enemas and the
consulting room full of cols; other
rooms were occupied by nursing
mothers. The upstairs bedroom,
with its broken windows, and in
disrepair, was unoccupied.

Our visit had not gone
unnoticed. Someone had phoned
the local GP, who arrived in a
jeep to meet us. We were unable
to converse as he only spoke
Russian. We shook hands and
left to visit the village of Vaioka
nearby where the house once
owned by my grandparents stood
in the village square. A red flag
flying from its rusly roof
indicated that it was now the official party headquarters.

Here again the once fruitful gardens and fields showed
no attempt at cultivation. The rusty old sheet metal roof had
been put up in 1930 after the local peasants had set fire to
grandma's house during the night, in order to eliminate
competition to their own, fascist-owned, grocery shop
across the road. Some village elders gathered around us and
lost little time in informing our guide Natasha that the
previous owners were Toil Evrei — all Jews. I was sorely
tempted to ask them about a day in 1942 when they chased
my frail old grandfather up into the loft and then threw him,
alive, into the yard below. The injured old man was then
shot, like an animal, by jeering peasants as he tried to crawl
to safety in his nearby field. I had seen enough, felt rather
depressed and relumed to the hotel for the night.

The following morning a crowded No. 6 trolleybus took
us, past endless grey apartment blocks, on a 15-minute ride
to the Old Town, the terminus behind the Franz Josefs Park,
close to my home in Czernowitz. The building owned by
my grandmother and now in Boulevard Lenin was in a
terrible state, the two front shops bricked up to make extra
living rooms, the gates and entrance unpainted and
unwashed, the staircase rusted and broken and the garden
at the back a muddy grass field. Dirty rusly balconies had
washing hanging out and top apartments had broken
windows. It was obvious that Communism had a great
propensity for turning wealth into abject poverty.

Walking down to the town centre we only saw about five
or six shops, where previously there had been some 20
excellent shops on either side of the street, mostly Jewish
owned. One sold books, another clolh and one was a walch
repairer. All monuments and statues had been removed and

replaced, banks and hotels were non-existent in the centre,
and apart from a few more shops selling some fish and
groceries, the once busy town of 100,000 inhabitants had
little to offer except cakes or lemonade from stalls on the
pavement.

A large vegetable market with some 60 stalls did a brisk
trade in spring onions and radishes; one enterprising woman

had a dish of pickled
cucumbers on offer. The
imposing building once
known as the Judixchex
Kulturhaus was now acinema
and the elegant Herrengasse
with its rich shops and coffee
houses was desolate with
broken and uneven paving
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We lunched at the four-

year-old Hotel Bukovina,
already in disrepair. The
menu had some 50 dishes but

•*«**•<» all that was available was
vegetable soup, fish and
warm lemonade. Food was
served from 12 noon to 2 pin
and beer from 2 pm to 4pm,

the total cost of the meal being about £2 for bom.

We returned to the bus stop where we were offered
assistance by a poorly dressed little man, more than 60, who
spoke German. I whispered softly: "Ihr red Yiddish!" He
replied equally furtively: "Ich red Yiddish. Ich bin vin
Warshav." All eyes at the bus stop were on us. We boarded
together and I tried to find out what conditions were like for
the Jews in Chernovtsy, how many were left, and what exit
permits, if any, were being granted?

He was evasive and obviously frightened, and with a
brief goodbye wave he hurried away without looking back.
Our return journey of 18 hours consisted of a relatively brief
inspection at the frontier.

EPILOGUE
From the leaflet Welcome to Chernovtsy, issued by (he

Intourist office: "The capital of Soviet Bukovina extends a
cordial and hospitable welcome to its guests. In Sovietskaya
Square stands the monument of the liberation of the Bukovina
from fascist occupation in the Great Patriotic War of the
Soviet Union (1941-1945). Of the restaurants, the Hotel
Bukovina offers a variety of tempting European and national
dishes and the products of the Bukovina craftsmen are the
fruits of joyous and inspired labour. Chernovtsy offers its
guests an almost bewildering choice of souvenirs which
will linger long in your memory.

WELCOME TO CHERNOVTSY."

by GJ Consultancy
Tel, and fax: 081-866 5143.
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